Abstract: Analysts in the media and political world are suddenly paying attention to a debate rooted in decades of political science research. In this article, we introduce this debate and its roots in three scholarly camps, each of which is focused on explaining election outcomes -those who stress persuasion, those who stress mobilization, and those who stress fundamentals. The article argues that while each of these camps has something valuable to say about why campaigns are won and lost, none of them in and of themselves explains the ultimate outcomes of competitive national elections. For this, fundamentals matter greatly but cannot offer the final percentage points in ultimate outcomes, where marginal variance can be crucial, while turnout and persuasion together, on top of these economic and partisan fundamentals, yield small but more than occasionally decisive determinants of election outcomes.
Introduction
Sasha Issenberg, writing in The New Republic; Harry Enten, on 538.com; and a host of other journalists and bloggers have recently waded into a long running scholarly debate. The argument harks back decades (Campbell 1960; Campbell et al. 1960; Key 1966) and more (Lazarsfeld, Berelson and Gaudet 1948) when researchers asked the core questions: Do political campaigns matter, and if they do, do they matter by persuasion or by mobilization? Do campaigns win by persuading fence-sitters -swing voters, in our current discourse -to vote for them, or do they win by turning out their core partisans in high enough numbers to bring them victory? Or, are elections all about the underlying economic and partisan fundamentals and almost completely outside the control of the candidates themselves?
People in the media and political world are suddenly paying attention to a debate that is rooted in decades of political science literature. This debate has not only defined how political scientists have explained election outcomes, but it also is now shaping how political consultants and candidates spend their resources and run their campaigns. Yet there is a fundamental problem with the way the debate -scholarly and popular -has unfolded through the years and now surfaced in the popular press in our own times. If our political discourse lacks nuance, then it is no small irony that in this debate, prominent political scientists and political journalists often divide themselves into rigid camps that are likewise almost completely lacking in nuance. The dogmatism of our politics is mirrored in the dogmatism of our scholarly and journalistic debates.
The pure arguments put forward by each side tend to obscure the complicated ways in which the conduct of campaigns -at the margins -can mean the difference between victory and defeat. By single-mindedly focusing on persuasion, mobilization, or fundamentals as the explanatory factor in elections, to the exclusion of almost everything else, some political scientists and journalists are guilty of creating a narrow analytic framework that ignores mounting evidence that all three schools of thought have something important to say about why campaigns matter and how certain candidates win elections. While all three schools of thought uncover truth about why candidates win and lose elections, none of these schools in and of themselves provides a sufficient theoretical model for explaining election outcomes in contemporary American politics.
A Popular Argument with Scholarly Roots
For Issenberg (2014) , drawing on political science, it's all about turnout and the composition of the electorate, which he describes by using state-level voter-file data to calculate party predispositions. Political scientist Lynn Vavreck (2014) actually makes a similar argument in a post on the New York Times' Upshot, where she uses a national survey to argue that there are almost no swing voters. Convinced about the importance of the composition of the electorate, and fervently believing in the ability of mobilization efforts to influence turnout (Gerber and Green 2000; Green and Gerber 2008) , both recommend -though Issenberg really only makes recommendations to Democrats -that 2014 candidates focus on their respective bases.
For Enten (2014a) , who himself has picked up on themes in the literature, it is all about performance. In other words, it is not so much what the composition of the electorate looks like, but the "figures within the cells": how candidates perform among whites, blacks, young, old, etc., and the ability of candidates to reach these distinct blocs with their ideas and messages -and to sway the small percentage of swing voters who will put them in office. Enten uses the Current Population Survey to describe the demographic composition of the electorate and exit poll results to calculate how various demographic groups voted.
Of course, in addition to these two popular and scholarly camps, there is a third academic camp, one that is by now simply exhausted by the whole discussion of whether political campaigns matter. For this camp, every campaign pretty much comes down to a question of economic fundamentals and predispositions among other basic factors outside of the control of the candidates and their respective campaign strategists. Writing in these pages, Fiorina (2013) just gives up on the debate altogether: "I shall say no more about this, because, given the long history of the disjunction, it is doubtful that academics could change journalists' minds about this subject if they had a whole semester, not just a seminar. Who are they going to believe: academic researchers, or their own eyes and ears?"
Likewise annoyed with conversations she must endure with journalists and other non-political scientists who claim that media campaigns shape voter preferences and affect election outcomes, Mutz (2012) posits that the multi-milliondollar media strategies employed by candidates have "small to null effects" on actual voters. "Those most likely to change their vote choice are the least likely to be heavily exposed to political media," she argues. "Although advertising is just one form of election media, conclusions about the impact of the news are similarly underwhelming, unless one looks for effects other than a change in vote preference, or if one looks at low-profile, local races. The scholarly consensus, specifically on direct persuasive effects of media on vote choice -the type of effect that most fascinates the public and the media -is still that media's impact is marginal at most." She goes on to argue that "there is little evidence of direct persuasive effects" on national campaigns from "the slick, highly professional advertising that most Americans think of as powerful."
Yet there is another, bigger point here: Each of these schools employs the other school as a foil. One does not have to read far to meet up with dogmatic lines such as, "the myth of the swing voter (Vavreck 2014) ," "it's all about turnout, except when it isn't (Enten 2014a)," and "attempting to study media impact in settings with very stable prior opinions is a social scientist's equivalent of attempting to count galaxies through the wrong end of the telescope (Bartels 1993) ." Still, each school is correct -to a degree.
Of course the context and fundamentals matter. We have no quibble whatsoever with the notion that the fundamental factors of party identification and the nature of the times are the main drivers of election outcomes in congressional and presidential races. In fact, underlying circumstances surely explain almost every last percentage point of election outcomes. The fundamentals structure the election as both performance and turnout -swing voters and base voters -affect election outcomes, and in dynamic, interdependent ways. Still, there is no need to be a purist, especially when the evidence does not warrant purity. If we can understand what we are studying and make sure the telescope is pointed in the right direction, perhaps we can have a clearer view of when candidates and campaigns matter, how they matter, and why they matter.
Why Margins Matter
Consistent with the findings of scores of researchers, the fundamentals greatly matter but they don't explain every last percentage point of election outcomes. At the same time, while a massive effects "fantasy" world may be the reality of cable television news, it is not the reality for most political consultants we have worked with and is not the reality if one carefully reads much scholarly research (Campbell 1987; Popkin 1991; Finkel 1993; Nagel and McNulty 1996; Martinez and More generally, election outcomes are driven by partisan turnout, partisan loyalty, and the behavior of swing voters. In a basic calculus that virtually every campaign must make, an election can be won by a particular side by one or more of these combined factors: 1. Getting a large share of the votes from your own identifiers -if you are a Democrat, lock down the Democratic base; shoot to get 90% plus of the Democratic vote. If you are a Republican; lock down the Republican base and 90% plus of the GOP vote. 2. Getting high turnout from your own identifiers -Of course, Democrats are going to vote for Democrats and Republicans are going to vote for Republicans. But it is crucial for both political parties to generate as much turnout from their side as possible in order to maximize their vote totals.
3. Getting some of the other candidates' supporters -It is very difficult to convince members of the opposite party to vote for your candidate. But if you can, it can make a very big difference; not only do these votes count for your candidate, they are subtracted from the total of your opponent. 4. Lower turnout among the other candidate's identifiers -If your opponent's base is angry or unenthusiastic, it can cost them votes. Getting your opponent's supporters to vote for your candidate is the best possible scenario, but getting them to refrain from voting at all is the next best option. That's why laws governing elections and absentee ballots and registration rules matter so much to parties and their strategists. When Republicans and Democrats battle over voter ID rules, the Democrats are not simply fighting to protect democracy and Republicans are not protecting integrity; both sides have a direct electoral stake in such rules because the rules affect the composition of the electorate. 5. Winning swing votes -Even if one believes that there are relatively few swing voters or voters who split their tickets, there are not zero swing voters, and their behavior can be decisive at the margin in a close election.
The main driver of partisan loyalty, voter turnout, and the division among independent or undecided voters (no matter how few there may actually be) is the nature of the times. But having said that, most campaign consultants are trying to get a little more turnout of their supporters or persuade a few undecideds to come their way. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the basic possible choices for campaigns in whom to target and why. Each competitive campaign faces a series of hard choices, illustrated by the five factors described above. It's important to recognize that the structure of a state or district (and thus the predispositions of the electorate) determines which and how many of these choices will be utilized. While there might be a variety of theoretical solutions to the algebra word problem of 50-percent-plus-one, realistically, given the fundamentals, campaigns can either try to get people who are going to vote for them -but may not be inclined to show up -to go to the polls on Election Day; or they can persuade people who are going to vote but who may not vote for them to vote for them. And the choices are interdependent. If you get a very high percentage of the vote from your own identifiers, and if your identifiers show up to the polls in droves, then you may not even need to worry about the remaining three options on the list. Say your candidate is a Republican running for statewide office in Utah, which is one of the most solidly GOP states. The only options your campaign will need to focus on are numbers one and two from the above list. Make sure Republican voters support your candidate and get them to the polls. There is no need to worry about Democratic turnout or party loyalty. In fact, in this scenario, there is not even any need to worry about independents. The same math works in states like Rhode Island or Massachusetts, only with Democrats as the dominant party. Now say your candidate is a Democrat running for statewide office in a heavily Republican state. This Democrat must employ a strategy that draws on four or all five of the criteria identified above. For example, having lost these four states in the 2012 presidential race, Democrats cannot hang onto their Senate seats in Alaska, Arkansas, Louisiana, or North Carolina in 2014 simply by recreating the composition of the 2012 electorate. If they focus solely on the base, they will somehow need to make these four electorates more Democratic than they were two years ago, which nobody expects will happen. And if they focus solely on winning swing voters, there will not be nearly enough of them to give the Democrat another six-year term. Instead, they will need to turn out their own identifiers in high numbers, get a large share of their identifiers to vote for them, win swing voters, and either depress turnout on the other side or persuade some of the other side's supporters to vote for them.
As Mark Mellman, (2014) the pollster who worked on two of the closest 2012 Senate races, has argued, turnout is crucial, but turnout alone is often not enough to win an election. Enten (2014b) also points out in another post that if Democrats follow Issenberg's advice in making Alaska their top target in 2014 and focus on voters who drop off in non-presidential election years, they would need to produce an additional 69,000 Democratic votes in a state where the total drop-off between 2012 and 2010 was just 45,000 votes -a near-impossible task. Yet, contrary to what Enten (2014a,b) argues, the composition of the electorate is also phenomenally important in deciding election outcomes -depending on what you mean by "composition." Using turnout data from the Current Population Survey, Enten argues that if the age and racial composition of the electorate in 2012 was similar to 2010, Obama still would have won. Put another way, white turnout did not cost Romney the election, and young adult turnout did not win Obama the election.
True enough, and demographics can correlate fairly strongly with vote choice and are sometimes used for targeting by campaigns. But partisan affiliation is a more proximate cause, more strongly correlates with voter choices, and is the metric used for targeting by the campaigns themselves. If the partisan composition of the 2012 electorate was similar to 2010, the White House would have been up for grabs.
The battles for Congress and president are of course not decided by a national vote, and you could do the following analysis state by state. But this simple analysis makes the point that the composition of the electorate is crucial. The first table contains the national party share and performance data in the vote for president from the 2012 exit polls. If you do a little math and multiply the proportion of the electorate by each candidate's performance, you get a three-point Obama victory.
Obama Romney
Democrats (38%) 92% 8% Independents (29%) 45% 50% Republicans (32%) 7% 93%
And here is the party share and performance data from the 2010 exit polls. If you do the math here and multiply share by performance, Republicans won the national House vote by a little less than seven percentage points. Two factors contribute to a 10-point swing between Obama's 2012 performance and House Democrats' 2010 vote share: The electorate was more Democratic in 2012 than it was in 2010, and while Obama lost among independents, he performed better among them than House Democrats did in 2010.
Dem House Rep House
Democrats (36%) 92% 7% Independents (28%) 39% 55% Republicans (36%)
4% 95% Now, what happens if we replay the 2012 election with 2010 turnout, assuming 2010 composition with 2012 performance? Do the math and multiply share by performance for each cell. Contrary to what Enten finds, turnout did matter in 2012. If the composition of the 2012 electorate looked as it did in 2010 and Obama's performance was what it was, Obama's three-point victory (in the exit polls) in the 2012 national vote count would have become a two-point loss. We could do the same exercise in all states, or in all battleground states, but it is virtually certain that a two-point loss in the national vote would have translated into enough Romney victories in swing states to win Republicans the White House. The key point here is that election outcomes in competitive races rarely boil down to a single explanatory factor.
Obama Romney
The Case of Nevada
Consider a couple examples from recent elections in Nevada that show how persuasion and mobilization combined to help determine the outcomes. In 2012, Barack Obama beat Mitt Romney by nearly seven percentage points, but Democratic Senate candidate Shelly Berkley lost to Republican Dean Heller by a percentage point, as over 85,000 Obama voters (16% of his total) voted for the Democrat for president but not for Senate. Obama handily won Nevada because Democrats turned out in sufficient numbers and overwhelmingly voted for him, while the socalled independents -voters who did not identify themselves as either Republicans or Democrats -gave him enough support. Berkley lost because she failed to persuade Democrats and independents to support her at the same levels that they voted for Obama. With a smaller turnout, Obama might still have prevailed, but by a much tighter margin. So turnout clearly mattered, yet persuasion was also crucial, spelling the difference between Obama's victory and Berkley's loss. Now take the case of Harry and Rory Reid. According to voter records, in 2010, the composition of the Nevada electorate was less friendly to Democrats. They made up an ever so slightly smaller proportion of the electorate compared to the 2008 and 2012 presidential electorates (41%, compared to 42% and 43% in the presidential years), but the smaller proportion of independent others in the electorate was reflected in a higher proportion of Republicans. Indeed, contrary to the wide advantages Democrats had in the partisan composition of presidential years, 42% of the electorate in 2010 was registered as Republican and 41% was registered as Democratic. Both the two major statewide races in 2010 were won by comfortable margins, one by a Democrat and one by a Republican. Democrat Harry Reid beat Republican Sharron Angle in his bid for re-election to the US Senate 50.3%-44.5%, and Republican Brian Sandoval beat Reid's son Rory by 53.4%-41.6% to become Governor.
What happened? According to exit polls, in the US Senate race, Reid won self-identified Democrats 91% to 5%, and lost self-identified independents/ others 44% to 48%, while, importantly, managing to win 11% of the self-identified Republican vote (compared to 84% for Angle). Reid's ability to persuade Democrats to overwhelmingly support him, along with many independents and a disproportionate number of Republicans, was not matched by his son. With the same electorate, Rory Reid managed to win 86% of self-identified Democrats (compared to 10% by Sandoval) and 32% of self-identified independent/others (compared to 60% by Sandoval). In contrast to his father, Reid was only able to draw the support of 4% of Republicans (compared to 92% by Sandoval), a figure that was even more important in 2010 than in presidential year elections because Republicans were accounting for a greater proportion of the electorate.
These examples show how candidates of the same party, with the same electorates (and sometimes even with the same last names!) can draw vastly different vote shares. The motivation of citizens to vote for candidates of different parties comes from evaluations of those candidates, and voter judgments come in no small measure from the persuasion activities of the campaigns. The exit polls from Nevada show something that is also often overlooked amid this overly simplified debate. The difference in performance is partly due to how candidates are supported or opposed by non-partisans. But it is also a function of how well they do with their own (and opponents') partisans. This is particularly important in non-presidential elections, where independents make up a smaller proportion of the electorate, but must be understood by those advocating that campaign woes can be solved with higher partisan turnout. Higher partisan turnout can clearly help, but it should not necessarily be assumed that partisans will uniformly or universally support candidates of their preferred party, something that is made even harder when structural difficulties (such as lack of party registration) makes finding likely partisans even trickier.
Conclusion
In the case of the 2014 midterm elections, at the margin, Democrats obviously and certainly would improve their chances of holding the Senate by getting more of their drop-off voters to the polls in the most closely-contested states. And they will need to do that in an election where they will likely not enjoy the huge resources that funded Obama's efforts in 2008 and 2012. That said, they also need to attain more support from voters who turned out for Romney two years ago. They need to perform better among Democrats, Republicans, and independents, and they need more of their identifiers to vote on Election Day. This is hardly a binary choice, as some analysts would have us believe.
The multiplicity of factors that account for campaign victories has implications for those of us hoping to study the effect of campaigns. Figure 3 below shows that campaign effects are going to be heterogeneous. Sometimes we will be looking for persuasion effects, sometimes for mobilization effects, and sometimes one side will have complete control of, say, the megaphone. The point is that we need to look for different sorts of effects in different quadrants if we want to understand election outcomes. Some quadrants will have one-sided flows, some of them will have equal flows, and even when political scientists think they have equal flows, the appearance of equality might be misleading.
For example, political scientists in the main argue that the equal nature of most general election campaigns cancels out any potential effects that advertising might have. Thus the vast expenditures of a modern presidential race come to look like the campaign equivalent of the First World War -each side, entrenched, has equal firepower, with no side winning on that particular battlefield. But the notion that competing campaign communications cancel one another out is unpersuasive. Even though Republicans outspent Democrats in the 2012 presidential race, better targeting, better buying, and arguably a more relevant, effective message allowed the Obama campaign to land more blows (Goldstein 2014) .
In the end, the three schools -persuasion, mobilization, and fundamentalsall help to explain how candidates fight, win, and lose American elections. But none of these camps by themselves allows for a wide-enough telescope that sufficiently captures the complex angles and dynamics that constitute national 
